Feature subset selection for support vector machines through discriminative function pruning analysis.
In many pattern classification applications, data are represented by high dimensional feature vectors, which induce high computational cost and reduce classification speed in the context of support vector machines (SVMs). To reduce the dimensionality of pattern representation, we develop a discriminative function pruning analysis (DFPA) feature subset selection method in the present study. The basic idea of the DFPA method is to learn the SVM discriminative function from training data using all input variables available first, and then to select feature subset through pruning analysis. In the present study, the pruning is implement using a forward selection procedure combined with a linear least square estimation algorithm, taking advantage of linear-in-the-parameter structure of the SVM discriminative function. The strength of the DFPA method is that it combines good characters of both filter and wrapper methods. Firstly, it retains the simplicity of the filter method avoiding training of a large number of SVM classifier. Secondly, it inherits the good performance of the wrapper method by taking the SVM classification algorithm into account.